
World Skills
World Skills is the biggest vocational educational skills competition that is held once in 
every two years.

It is also known as the global skills hub and has been titled as the 'Skills Olympics' of the 
world.

It is a competition that reflects the global industry today.

At present the World Skills organization has 82 member organizations that reach out to two-
thirds of the world's entire population.

World Skills first started as a competition in the year 1950 and since then has seen the 
participation of tens and thousands of students and professionals from all over the world.

World Skills is a movement for promoting skills, career building, skills competitions, 
educational training, international cooperation, development, and research.

The competition is a global hub for skill experts and development on ongoing activities both 
nationally and globally.

It is meant to bring out the essence of how important skills are in reaching economic 
growth and personal success.

India Skills
Biggest skill competition in India held every two years.

Showcase of India's extraordinary talent from across the country with the support of State 
Governments, industries, and academic institutions.

A national competition that takes place at different levels for reaching the skilled talent of 
India all the way to the grass-root level.
The winners of India Skills from each category are trained rigorously under experts and get 
a chance to visit industries for leveling up their skills as required by the global standards.

India Skills winners are India's representation for the World Skills competition.

In the category of Health & Social Care, India won “Medallion of Excellence” since inception 
of participation in 2019 (Kazan, Russia), 2022 (Bordeaux, France)
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Road to WSC, 2024
Any candidate who is born on or after 1st January 2003 (Tentative) is eligible to take part in the 
competition for whichever skill they think they can perform best. The steps for a candidate to 
take part in India Skills include the following rounds:

2.   Preliminary online Assessment - A common online test for all registered 
candidates is undertaken in the applied skill. This test is the first round for short-listing 
candidates for the next level of the competition. Those candidates who meets minimum 
marks move forward to the next level.

1.     Registration - This is where a candidate registers their name for India Skills and 
starts their journey towards the International Skills competition. A candidate must fall within 
the eligibility criteria for each skill. Link: www.worldskillsindia.co.in
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4.      State - The zonal winners come together in the state round. They compete with one 
another in their respective skills to get a chance at representing their state for their 
respective skills. There is only one state winner for each skill.

5.     Regional - India is divided into four regions - north, south, east, and west. The 
winners of different states of the above four categories compete with one another to be the 
regional winners for their respective skills. Regional winners move on to the national 
competition i..e India Skills.

6.     India Skills - Chosen candidates of the regional competitions for their respective 
skills compete with one another to be winners and Indian champions for their respective 
skills. It is the winner of India Skills for each category that gets the chance to represent the 
country at the International World Skills stage. 

7.     World Skills: The Winner of India Skills Competition will represent India at World 
Skills Competition.

 For any enquiries, kindly contact at below mentioned contact details. 

Email:- anshu.verma@healthcare-ssc.in , priyanka.khanna@healthcare-ssc.in

Direct landline number:- 011-40505850 ext: 109, 111

3.     District - Each state is divided into several districts from where selected candidates 
come together and give a test collectively for the skill that they have applied for. Since a state 
is divided into many districts, the chosen candidates for the same move on to the next round.
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A health and social care offers a range of support to individual clients and their family and 
has a continuing responsibility to work professionally and interactively with the client in 
order to ensure their holistic care needs are met within the context and in association with 
the medical profession. The professional manages physical, psychological, social and 
spiritual well-being of client, family and the community, in a comprehensive manner. The 
care is provided through a scientific process of assessment, diagnosis, planning, delivering, 
and evaluating outcomes of care. 

The attributes desired for a competent professional are work organization & self-
management, communication & interpersonal skills, problem solving, innovation and 
creativity, the ability to understand, empathize and work with clients to improve the quality 
of their life.

Every competitor works in three zones namely Hospital Area and Home Care Area throughout 
the competition. Respective competitor spends each competition day at one area and 
continues until all areas are covered. The test project consists of a set of modules. The 
competitor at a particular area completes one set of modules on a specific day from morning 
to evening.

The total time for completing the assigned tasks for the day will be between 4-5 hours per 
day.

Description of 
project  tasks&
The Competitor has to carry out, independently, the following tasks:

Module One - Planning
Module Two - Hands-on
Module Three - communication 
Module Four- Health Education 
Module Five - Evaluation 
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